
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Ostervvoche-

OSTERSITTEN UND BRAUCHE I CUSTOMS and TRADITIONS 

OSTERSPEISEN UND GETRANKE I FOOD AND BEVERAGES 

German Easter Foods 
Easter is celebrated in many countries of the world with the preparation and 
consumption of traditional recipes. Meals served during the holy week are often 
symbolic, and German Easter cuisine is no exception. If you have German heritage 
or are looking for new holiday traditions, consider celebrating the resurrection with 
traditional German recipes. 

For those hardy souls who gave up sweets for Lent, Easter brings a sweet 
release from the torment of a confectionery-free existence! On Easter Sunday, 
children large and small search for eggs brought by the Osterhase (Easter 
Bunny). Perhaps they will also find some unique and delicious German Easter 
chocolates hidden among the yellow Forsythia bushes and crocus leaves. They 
could find nougat-filled egg shells from Gut Springenheide (yes, real egg 
shells, carefully cleaned and refilled with delicious hazelnut chocolate), 
Schaumki.isse (marshmallow kisses) from Halloren, Feodora tin eggs filled with 
Napolitains (small flat chocolates), Feodora Katzenzungen chocolates, 
marzipan eggs from Niederegger, Cocoa Arriba chocolate leaves from Hachez 
or single-origin chocolates from Rausch. Many of these products are available 
at World Market, Fresh Market, German specialty food shops and online. 

For those hardy souls who gave up sweets 
for Lent, Easter brings a sweet release from 
the torment of a confectionery- free 
existence! On Easter Sunday, chi ldren large 
and small search for eggs brought by the 

Osterhase (Easter Bunny). 

Oma's Apple Strudel 

Easter Pastries---Ostergebacke 
and Beverages---Getranke 

1. almond eggs: Marzipaneier 
2. Easter bread: Osterbrot 
3. Easter layer cake: Ostertorte 
4. Easter pretzels: Osterbrezeln 

5. chocolate bunnies: Schokoladenhasen 
6. chocolate eggs: Schokoladeneier 
7. jelly beans: Sulzebohnen 
8. plaited bread: Brotzopf, Osterzopf 
9. spring beer: Bockbier 

Then, it's Easter, "Osten:• Traditionally, the meat is ro;:isred ,amb, served with ., Rrar,::u and 

potatoes. Of course, other meats can be served. As a treat, ~ou!aden and QQL!.Q dumptmgs are 

offered, served along with spring peas and carrots. 

Easter desserts often feature eggs and bunnies - in decorations. A lamb-shaped cake is 

common, but it's always right to serve traditional German tortes. A Ha:,elnut Torte is a treat, 

as is the famous Black Forest (,a ·e. 


